Subject
Grade
Year

:Urdu III L
:VI
:2018-19

Month &No .of
Teaching Days
March
10

April
9

Units

Year Planner
Sub-Units

Objectives

Basics
1.Gaaiye (poem)

*Identify letters *Learn
and picture name

2.Char dost

*Picture reading *To
*Differentiate the
birds and
*To
*Animals name

to read alphabets

July
10

3.Pedh powde aur
hum
4.Eid

*Singular and
Plural
*Opposite words
*Preposition

5.Pyasa haathi

*Picture reading
*Introduce them
new words and
meaning
*Rhyming word

6.Hamare Jaanwar
August
13

September
5

*To make them Read and Write a poem
* Learn how to use prepositions in sentences
*To make them understand singular and plural

*To make them improve their reading skills
*To make them read aloud

*To make them Improve their listening skills
make them write the words using different
letters
*Join the two
words to make a *To make them read short stories
8.Saaras aur lomrdi compound word *To make them understand how to join the
letters and make a word

7.Barsaat

Activities Planned

*Reading Alphabets

-

Worksheet -1
*Role play
*Think and tell how do you take
care of the plants and trees?
*What are the special dishes you
prepare especially on the day of
Eid ? Discuss.

Worksheet-2
Slip Test-1

Slip Test-2
Worksheet-3
*Paste the pictures and write the
Revision
names of wild animals and
Worksheet-1
domestic animals on A-4 size
1st Periodic Test
paper

*Picture Reading *To

*Paste the pictures of rainy
season and write few lines on it.

Preparation for Half yearly Exam

Worksheet -4
Slip Test-3

k
Revision

Assessment/
Recap

comprehend the pronunciation of the words *Writing Alphabets (Dictation)

learn and write the difficult words
*Learn the importance of friendship.

June
11

Text book used: Bazeecha Part (2)

Revision
Worksheet- 2

Half yearly exam

October
6

9.Samjhdar baccha
Revision
10.Chirdya ghar ki
sair
11.Motorcycle

November
`12

*True or False

12.Charqhe wali
burdhya
December
11

*Recitation of *To make them understand being sensible
poem
*make them understand the importance of
*Tick the correct money
answer
*To introduce vocabulary related to things or
*Differentiate
“o” letter word animals that we see around us everyday
* To make them write simple sentences
and “a” letter
word
* To make them read short stories

*Choose the
correct answer

*Improve reading and speaking skills

*Read the words

*To make them improve their vocabulary

13.Badal kaise bante aloud
*Make the
hain
sentences
14.komal ka wa’da

January
7
15.Jungle main
mangal

*To make them understand the importance of
moonlight

*Definition of

Revision

Slip Test- 4
Worksheet-5

*Speak about the Sun, the Moon
and the Stars which we see in the
sky.

Slip Test-5
Worksheet-6

Slip Test-6
Worksheet-7

Noun ,Verb
Adjective
*Correct and
*To
write the wrongly *To
spelt word

make simple sentences
develop reading and Writing skills
* To change words from singular to plural

Worksheet-8
*Paste the picture of jungle and
Write few lines on it.

Revision
Worksheet- 3

3rd Periodic Test

February
6

March
7

vehicles

*Make three columns in the
*To make them understand noun, pronoun, verb notebook and write the words of
and adjective
noun, verb & adjective.

*Make the
sentences

Revision

*Paste the pictures of different

Preparation for Annual Exam

Revision
worksheet- 4
Final Exams

Preparation for Annual Exam

Final Exams

